
TOYOTA INTRODUCTION

Toyota Motor Corporation is a Japanese multinational automotive manufacturer headquartered Toyota has introduced
new technologies, including one of the first mass-produced hybrid gasoline-electric vehicles, the Prius, of which it has.

In , the total production of 10 million. Toyota is offering a free repair to all affected vehicles worldwide. This
recall only affects vehicles equipped with Takata airbags released after the year in North America. Toyota
wordmark, used as a main logo until and is currently used as a corporate logo Toyota Tacoma TRD Pro still
uses Toyota wordmark Still, no guidelines existed for the use of the brand name, so "TOYOTA", which was
used throughout most of the world, led to inconsistencies in its worldwide marketing campaigns. Due to the
oil crisis , consumers in the lucrative US market began turning to making small cars with better fuel economy.
The new name was believed to sound better, and its eight-stroke count in the Japanese language was
associated with wealth and good fortune. The company continued to thrive in the American market as well,
gaining a reputation for its low-cost, fuel-efficient, and reliable vehicles such as the Corolla, which was
released in the United States in  The recall affects specific Toyota Corollas, Sequoias, Tundras and Lexus
vehicles made between  It became the largest automobile manufacturer in the world for the first time in 
Today, Toyota also engages in the design, manufacture, sale of automobiles and related parts and accessories
primarily in North America, Europe, and Asia Toyota Motor Corporation History. In Toyota Motor Sales, U.
Toyota ranked eighth on Forbes list of the world's leading companies for the year [33] but slid to 55th for  The
head office will remain in Port Melbourne and the Altona plant will be retained for other functions. These are
the same characters as the founding family's name "Toyoda" in Japanese. In the latest years, the worldwide car
industry has been tormented by high gas costs, and harder natural insurance laws. More than 7 million
vehicles are potentially affected in the United States. Toyota subsequently established several related
companies, including Toyoda Machine Works, Ltd. Toyota then started to establish new brands at the end of
the s, with the launch of their luxury division Lexus in  In , Toyota AI cars a successful trial, the second year
of the formal establishment of Automotive Industry Corporation. The logo made its debut on the Toyota
Celsior and quickly gained worldwide recognition.


